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vee MOt aiming at the President, the whole thing falls. 
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DID THE ASSASSIN KILL Tip J LEESTIDENT BY MISTAKE? 

Read 22 FIRES, the horrifying psychosexual novel of revenge —~ based on suppressed and overlooked facts. A Paperback original by Jerome Aacl’ and Eugene Boe. Published by Bantam Books, ; uf ’ ruse | st ibe Proatirep te 
MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE: ‘The book!s greatest distinction Is thet it. explains quite plausibly (and for the first time) why an ultra- iiberal nut might have killed the liberal Presiden 

THE VILLAGE VOICE: The prose Is high scenario. Names and places — have been changed to protect the guilty. 

CHICAGO TRIBUNE: The widow of the accused assassin has been tellin the truth alT these years: her husband wasntt aiming at the President. The siqht on the rifle Was miseligned...shots flew to the right of the intcndéd target. . a . | 

g 

NEWSDAY:...intelligent, carefully constructed psychological thriller...authors have presented their case very well. 

NEWSWEEK: A startling theory...evidence suaqgests the killer was a (TiTe-long) Woman~hating (failure) bidding for attention ‘(and revenge). 

Liz SMITH, N.Y. Dally News and Syndicate:...extremely well “ritten, researched, and {full of shocking detall...the dynamic conclusion is ‘a shocker. 
| 

The solution. 

DR. HUMPHRY OSMOND, Tuscaloosa, Ala. (2rvce Hospital): is unheard oi, and therefore outside the realm of a routine, expected view of possibility. You have shaken the pieces and produced an entirely new and for me much more convincing pattern. All the rest of a Stereotype, which is f alse immediately. You have, I believe, SOlved a detective Story elegantly by refusing to be diverted. Once one realizes that the assassin was 7 
-into place, | 

DR. JOHN K. LATTIMER, Columbia Universityts Colleae of Physicians anc 
rohan ‘ foe ee Ee ot ns 3 
surgeons, in the Journal of the American Medicul pnececlation: 1F the telescopic siqhE had not been incorrectly polnted, SO as to cause the bullets to strike to the right of the eIming point, the First Lady might very well have been hit by the fatel bullet that struck her husband in the head. (Repeated carefu] tests of the rifie, made by the F.B.1.,-revealed that the telescopic sight was polnted Incor- _ rectly, causing the rifle to fire e]] of its shots about kh Inches to the right of the target point and a little high. j 
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DELIC ; liatric Research Lindt, The University of Chicago: Most. Importan ects have a number of ceterminants. You ave made @ very good case for one of them..."22 Fires” is very 


